Carrots are big business for Nottinghamshire farmers as they respond to a
mid-winter revival of the campaign to get us eating more of the healthy orange
root vegetables. JEREMY LEWIS visits the heart of Chantenay country ...

Freshgro chief Martin Evans: ‘Chantenay is a nice name implying a lot of nice things. It tastes nice and it is convenient to handle’

T

hey make your hair curl, improve your
sex life, help you see in the dark and –
if you prefer science to dodgy folklore –
they are a fat-free, low-sodium source of
fibre and Vitamin A. If carrots are a regular
part of your diet your GP and your
greengrocer will be delighted. So will Martin
Evans.
As well as being the spokesman for British
carrot growers Martin is the managing
director of Freshgro, the co-operative which,
from a processing centre near Bilsthorpe,
takes a 6% segment of the UK carrot market
and a 90% segment of the market for
Chantenays, the small but sweet variety that
thrives in the sandy “Orange Rectangle” of
central Nottinghamshire.
“One field to the east of the A614 you get
heavy land, unsuitable for growing carrots,”
says Martin. “Looking westwards the sand
runs out roughly on the line of the A60 so
we are operating primarily on a fairly narrow
band of land between Nottingham and
Doncaster.”
These are fields he has come to know well.
Born in Loughborough, he studied at
Pershore College and obtained a master’s
degree with the Royal Horticultural Society.
He worked for a grower in Melton Mowbray
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and taught horticulture and agriculture
before going into large-scale farm
management, looking after 22 farms in the
UK and others in five countries – Zimbabwe,
Egypt, Hungary, Mexico and the USA.
“I was in Harare when they were rioting for
bread,” Martin recalls. “In fact I’d even fly to
Zimbabwe for the day, trying to sleep on the
plane on the way out and the way back. It’s
the sort of thing you can only do when you
are in your twenties!”
Latterly it’s been a much shorter commute
from his home in Sturton-le-Steeple to the
giant green factory at Freshgro (Fresh
Growers Ltd) – where a production team of
80 receives vegetables from the

co-operative’s farms around the region,
cleans them, grades them and packs them
for the retail and catering trades. Martin,
chairman of the British Carrot Growers’
Association, presides over a Freshgro
operation turning out 40,000 tonnes of
carrots a year.
The Bilsthorpe centre is expanding to
accomodate automated processing plant for
new lines in carrot products, like batons
needed to fill the Grazers’ Pots on sale at
petrol stations and the 99p Snack Packs that
mothers like to slip into their children’s
school lunch boxes ... including those of
Martin Evans’ three youngsters.
“We have to keep track of consumption
habits,” he explains. “The evidence is that
people are becoming snackers, and we have
to move with that. We have to look at our
vegetables and ask how we should be
delivering them in a form that people want.
Look at fresh sandwiches in petrol stations –
who could have foreseen that 25 years ago?”
Freshgro has become synonymous with the
Chantenay, which originated in the
Chantenay region of France. Small and sweet
with a distinctive wide crown, Chantenays
were popular until the mid-20th Century but
fell out of favour as farmers turned to bigger,

Martin Brittain, Freshgro’s
technical director, checks a
crop protected by plastic and
straw

Above and below: The harvest on a farm near
Ranby, north Notts

nice name implying a lot of nice things.
Secondly, it tastes nice. Thirdly, it is
convenient to handle.”
With the help of some slick marketing and
public relations, the Chantenay has become
one of the success stories of the five-a-day
era. While most of Freshgro’s output is eaten
in the UK, on sale within a day or two of
being pulled out of the ground, in what
might be described as a coals-to-Newcastle
operation a proportion of Chantenays is
exported to France (which, incidentally, is
the home of the company’s seed crop).
Martin’s colleague Dr Martin Brittain,
Freshgro’s technical director, took us to see
part of the 2011-12 crop, on the farm near

Ranby of R. E. Howard & Son. In a field
which accounts for 14 of the 20,000 acres
available to Freshgro, a family team of
contractors is at work. Mark Coupe is driving
the topper, which removes the surface leaves
from the Chantenay crop. Behind him,
brother Anthony Coupe drives the giant
Dewulf RA3060 single-row carrot harvester,
which levers the carrots out of the dry tilth
and begins the process of separating the
vegetables from earth and stones. Anthony’s
brother-in-law Jonathan Spray is on a day off
but cousin Christopher Plowman is on hand
with the forwarding machine to ferry the
carrots from the Dewulf across the field to
the Bilsthorpe-bound truck.

▲

higher-yield roots. That they survived was
down mainly to the tinned food market,
which wanted small whole carrots for
canning.
The man behind the Chantenay revival is
supermarket tycoon Sir Ken Morrison.
“When we were a fairly new business he
said he wanted something that people would
buy in September, when he introduced new
lines into Morrisons stores,” explains Martin.
“We were gullible enough to say yes, we
could do it – when you are in your infancy
you feel you have nothing to lose!”
Freshgro responded with a revived
Chantenay – a vegetable Martin believes has
three main attributes: “First, its name. It is a

For more information about the nutritional benefits of carrots visit
www.britishcarrots.co.uk. Food and drink – turn to Page 78
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Family contractors Antony Coupe, Mark Coupe, Christopher
Plowman. Below: Antony in the cab of the £300,000
Dewulf machine (right)

▲

A flock of pied wagtails skips over the
ground in their wake, exploring for uprooted
grubs. On the headland a lone rabbit peers
out. Forget Bugs Bunny. Carrots are not part
of the wild rabbit’s diet.
The Dewulfs are big and expensive at
£300,000 a throw, but they are not built for
Silverstone. Anthony once had to drive one
from Derbyshire to Ross-on-Wye. It took all
day and in his rear-view mirror he saw every
hand gesture that a frustrated motorist can
sink to. “They might not like being held up
but they wouldn’t like it if they went into
Tesco and there weren’t any carrots,” he
reflects.
Carrot seed is drilled from late December
to late spring. The root can be harvested for

most of the year, its underground longevity
managed by light and heat control. Dr
Brittain showed us a neighbouring field
where the crop is covered in black plastic
and several inches of straw – about 40 bales
to the acre, which is an expensive business.
At Bilsthorpe the harvest is transferred from
truck via conveyor belt to a cyclone in which
the cleaning process is continued. From
there it’s the rough barrel wash, which
removes the outer skins, then the polishers,
the inspection belt and the hydro-cooler,
which brings the carrots down to 3-4
degrees. Optical graders can detect flaws in
individual carrots and these are removed
from the production line with a jet of
compressed air.

In a store bearing evidence of other
Freshgro products, like the company’s
Piccolo brand of small parsnips, the carrots
find their way into huge sacks for loose sale
or into labelled, shelf-ready supermarket
packs. Customers include Sainsbury’s and
several other major British supermarket
chains.
The cultivated carrot has been with us
5,000 years. Whether sold in brown bags on
street stalls or sealed packs in supermarkets
or in convenience snacking form, the orange
root is here to stay. “The future will bring
more innovation,” says Martin Evans. “We
are not just satisfied with keeping up with
progress. We feel it is important that we have
a hand in creating progress.”

‘Motorists might not like being held up but they wouldn’t like it if they went
into Tesco and there weren’t any carrots’
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Carrots the facts

Notts-farmed Chantenays at Freshgro’s factory near Bilsthorpe. Below: After packaging they
hit the conveyor belt en route to supermarkets including Sainsbury’s

The cultivated and edible carrot, Daucus
carota sativus, dates from around 3,000
BC when the root was found growing in
what is now Afghanistan.
The wild, uncultivated carrot was
considered by the ancient Romans to
have aphrodisiac properties. The deeply
disturbed Caligula reputedly entertained
the Roman Senate to a diet of nothing but
carrots in the hope of being able to watch
a lively after-dinner entertainment.
The scene in the 1934
movie It Happened One
Night in which Clark
Gable (right) talks
quickly through a mouth
full of carrots is said to
have inspired the creation
of the carrot-loving motormouth cartoon
character Bugs Bunny (see below)
Carrot cultivation spread to Europe in the
Middle Ages and until the 16th Century
the vegetable came in white, yellow, red
and purple varieties.
Orange carrots were not cultivated in
Europe until the 1500s, when, according
to unconvincing folklore, horticulturalists
in the Netherlands bred such varieties to
honour their country’s ruling dynasty, the
House of Orange.
In a trend that did nothing to forward
England’s claim to be a centre of world
fashion, the ladies of 17th Century
London wore carrots in their hats.
Carrots were involved in one of the
cheekiest deceptions of the Second
World War. In order to keep secret the
role of radar in night-fighters’ successes
against German bombers, propaganda
chiefs seized on the myth that carrots
help you see in the dark and leaked the
lie that RAF pilots like John “Cat’s Eyes”
Cunningham were being fed extra
carrots.
The world’s largest producer of carrots is
China, which digs up 275 millions tonnes
a year.
A poll in 2005 revealed that carrots are
the third most popular vegetable in
Britain. The least popular? That tricky
Christmas dinner item the Brussels
sprout.

Left: Bugs
Bunny
loved a
carrot – but
his wild
British
cousins
don’t
actually eat
them
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